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Abstract,
In (Q-FFF) Quantum Function Follows Form theory, the Higgs particle is interpreted as a 
massless but energetic oscillating transformer particle, equipped with a complex internal 
structure and able to create the universe by transformation of its shape, after real mechanical 
collision and merging with other transformed Higgs particles into knots called Quarks and 
Leptons. 
The best place to create Higgs particle based  plasma out of the “nothingness” of the 
oscillating super dense Higgs vacuum lattice, seems to be not only direct after the Black hole 
splitting Big Bang Multiverse, but even more at the event horizon of smaller “new paradigm” 
black holes proliferated through the multiverse.
This multiverse seems to have a raspberry shape equipped with a restricted number of CPT 
(Charge Parity Time) symmetrical universes as berries or lobes. 
One of these lobes is supposed to be OUR material universe which is supposed to be 
entangled down to the Planck scale (thus even at the human scale) with at least one opposing 
anti-material mirror universe of the raspberry. 
The raspberry multiverse is supposed to be pulsating. due to the existence of a process of 
evaporation of the vacuum Higgs vacuum particles (Dark Energy) during the big bang 
inflation process and in succession, by the consumption of the same Higgs vacuum by 
individual black holes (Dark Matter) created at all scales from Super Nova black holes down 
to Sunspots, Comets, Micro Comets and even Ball Lightning. 
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Introduction.

Quantum FFF Theory is an attempt to contribute to the reconciliation of Quantum Mechanics 
and Relativity, by surpassing the mathematical abstractions and interpret both theories in a 
more classical way with some non classical extensions.
Quantum FFF Theory tries to do so by a new “classical” description and re-interpretation of 
well known physical phenomena and experiments which form the base of QM and GR 
extended by extra qualities such as multiverse- and local entanglement, sub-quantum particle 
structures etcetera.
Those experiments are:

1: Lightspeed drag and extinction experiment inside a double mirrored fast rotating cylinder 
in the lab. Ref [3]
2: CHAMP-GPS satellite distance outlier measurement focussed on GPS elevation angle to 
the earth.
Ref [3]
3: Gravity drag related Lightspeed variation experiment between two balloons or satellites 
and the earth. Ref [3]
4: Multiverse number count by a renewed Benjamin Libet experiment focussed on RPI and
RPII ratio. Ref [6]
5: Double Stern-Gerlach atomic Entanglement experiment. Ref [6]
6: Double LeSage gravity experiment by a new massive oscillator. Ref [7]
7: Monopole radiation based Magnetic field experiment Ref: [7]
8: The laboratory production and exploitation of a micro black hole or ball lightning. Ref: 
[14]

With the introduction of these experiments, I try to give only a small push (being an architect) 
to restore the relation between CAUSE AND EFFECT in Physics.  I only try to imagine how 
the quality of things could be shaped or constructed at different scales. The quantities and 
related mathematics is not inside my field of focus.
For 100 years now, both mainstream theories have offered us irrational solutions in Physics,
based on statistics of Quantum phenomena and the ideas that the light speed, time and mass,
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are able to do magical things at all scales without the need for a logical base.

“Less Is More” and “Form Follows Function”.
The Aphorisms: “Less Is More” and “Form Follows Function”, of Modern Architecture,
introduced by Mies van der Rohe respectively Louis Sullivan, seem to be REVERSIBLE in
Nature.
Why, because at the Planck scale, the SHAPE of particles and the way particles are connected
to each other and form compound quarks, seem to be the origin of the particle FUNCTION.
As a result we may say: FUNCTION FOLLOWS FORM in particle physics.
At the Universal scale however, CPT ( Charge, Parity and Time) SYMMETRY between
entangled copy Universes, forming a Multiverse with Raspberry geometry, seems the most
logical solution for a theory of everything.
Is Less More in the Symmetric Multiverse?
No, as a result we may say: MORE IS BETTER in a CPT symmetric Multiverse creating 
particle and human Consciousness. (then we may solve the "Symmetry"- and “Schrödinger's 
Cat” problem). Ref [6]
As a consequences, we should not be afraid for Ockham’s razor who ordered to keep it simple
as possible at the Planck- or Universal scale.
In fact this Quantum FFF theory follows Ockham’s razor by keeping the choice system in
nature simple. If we have a system of entangled symmetric copy universes, then I expect that
by a sort of entanglement floatation by chance, one of the copy observers is the first to
suggest a specific choice (and become the subject) about 300 m.sec later (B.Libet Ref. [6),
the other observers in different (anti-) copy-universes are able to pass or veto the choice.

The pulsating Multiverse.

According to mainstream physics, the universe is expanding and even accelerating.
The Hubble redshift observed on Super Nova candles seems to be the origin of this 
misconception.  
However, if we take the features of Quantum FFF theory into account, then only one solution 
seems to be possible: Our raspberry CPT symmetric multiverse must have a pulsating 
character.
If the vacuum is described as a super dense oscillating Higgs lattice at the Planck scale 
(representing dark energy) and proliferated black holes (representing dark matter) have Higgs 
compressed nuclei constantly eating the vacuum,  growing in numbers and size by Supernova 
explosions, then only one conclusion is to make: the universe is contracting into a Big Crunch 
black hole.
Conclusion: The multiverse is pulsating.
The Big Bang is based on the splitting and evaporation process of an exploding  Big Bang 
Black Hole (BBBH) created by a so coined Big Crunch Black Hole  (BCBH). See figure 1.
The nucleus of a microscopic “Q-FFF black hole” see figure 2.
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Figure  1.   The BCBH is able to explode again if the oscillating Higgs Vacuum pressure on the BCBH 
nucleus, decreases by  BCBH absorption and  equalises to the internal BCBH nuclear energy or Higgs 
tonus. 

Figure  2.  the black hole nucleus (Dark matter) A ball of  Higgs  particles compressed and condensed by 
the oscillating Higgs vacuum energy (dark energy).
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Figure  3. 
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Figure  4. 

Figure  5.
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Figure  6.
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Figure  7.

Figure  8.
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Figure 9. Suggestion for the raspberry shaped configuration of 12 universes. (orange) 
Original image from: The optimal phase of the generalized Poincare’s dodecahedral space hypothesis 
implied by the spatial cross-correlation function of the WMAP sky maps by: Boudewijn F. Roukema et 
all.

Figure  10. 
If we are able to observe 5 Low variance circles in the WMAP in stead of 4, then we have an extra reason 
to suggest that the raspberry multiverse has 12 lobes or berries. 
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Figure  11.  Origin of the Lyman Alpha forest or “fingers and voids” by the splitting and evaporating Big 
Bang black hole, creating the new Higgs vacuum filling empty space. The pairing effect afterwards, seems 
to be the origin of dumbbell structured early galaxies. See fig 12.

Figure  12. vacuum pressure structures in the form of butterflies curves around test masses, in between 
two black holes. 
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Figure  13.  Cygnus A hotspots (Q-FFF black holes) showing ionized gas production, based on the new 
elementary particle and black hole paradigm. Quarks are compound structures of electrons or positrons 
with photons.

Figure  14.
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Figure  15.
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Figure  16.

Conclusion,
Pairing black holes seem to be present at all scales at all phases of the Universe, from Ball
lightning, Comet nuclei, Sunspots, Stellar Anchor Black Holes (SABHs) Herbig Haro
Objects, Galaxy Anchor Black Holes (GABHs) located just outside Galaxies and even the Big
Crunch Black Hole. (BCBH)
The fast creation of Galaxies in the early universe could be explained by this process.
The Big bang seems to be no more than a comparable splitting process of a Big Crunch Black
Hole.
If black holes eat the vacuum Higgs lattice, then we may expect that the Universe is
contracting after it has been evaporated and partly splitted the full Higgs contents of the Big
Crunch Black Hole nucleus.
As a consequence, we seem to live inside a PULSATING Multiverse system with anti-Copy
mirror universes mutual entangled down to the scale of each Quantum and even each human. 
That there is reason to assume that this multiverse has a globular symmetrical form, like a 
raspberry or blackberry.
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The experiments mentioned before related to the references are:

1: Lightspeed drag and extinction experiment inside a double mirrored fast rotating cylinder in the lab. 
Ref [3]
2: CHAMP-GPS satellite distance outlier measurement focussed on GPS elevation angle to the earth.
Ref [3]
3: Gravity drag related Lightspeed variation experiment between two balloons or satellites and the 
earth. Ref [3]
4: Multiverse number count by a renewed Benjamin Libet experiment focussed on RPI and
RPII ratio. Ref [6]
5: Double Stern-Gerlach atomic Entanglement experiment. Ref [6]
6: Double LeSage gravity experiment by a new massive oscillator. Ref [7]
7: Monopole radiation based Magnetic field experiment Ref: [7]
8: The laboratory production and exploitation of a micro black hole or ball lightning. Ref: [14]
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